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MUSEUM PASIFIKA
THE LARGEST ASIA PACIFIC ART 

MUSEUM IN BALI

A brief introduction to some of the Asia Pasific’s
unique variety of cultural artifacts now meet in Bali

ART – DIVERSITY – EDUCATION 

Nusa Dua Bali 
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A Message from 
Our Co-Founder.

Bali has already a long list of established museums, with the Museum Gedong
Kirtya (Singaraja , 1928), Museum Bali ( Denpasar, 1932) , Museum Le Mayeur
(Sanur 1957), Museum Puri Lukisan (Ubud ,1958) , Museum Neka (Ubud ,1996) 
Museum ARMA (Ubud , 1996 ) to name a few among other well known museum 

in Bali . Why another one ?

To make contribution ,however , Pasifika had to be different. That was done in 
1940,by Miguel Covarrubias who, after publishing his book on Bali in 1937, 

illuminated the pageant of the Pacific exhibition in San Francisco by creating six 
mural decoration and contributing to exhaustive ethnographic study of the region 

for the event. This exhibition remind us of every important statement by the 
renowned art professor Adrian Vickers in his book Bali : A Paradise Created: 

“Asia and Pacific Meet in Bali “

So , now 11 years after its opening and continual improvements ,over 600 object 
together with 200 sculpture created by 200 artist of 25 nationalities are on display . 
We hope to provide Bali residents , Indonesian visitors and overseas tourist a brief 
introduction to some of the Asia Pacific’s unique variety of cultural artifacts that 

now meets in Bali .
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Possessing nearly half of the worlds population, the Asia 
Pacific region is incredibly diverse. Hundreds of ethnic groups 
and languages have created a kaleidoscope of art forms that 
remains unparalleled to this day

Museum Pasifika was established as a permanent 
institution to showcase these style and forms for all 
humanity to study and enjoy . The first of its kind in this 
part of the world, is to present artist from the Pacific area 
to South East Asia, the Indonesian archipelago with the 
island of Bali being the meeting point of those two worlds.

About Us

Theo Meier – Tahitian Women 1930 
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MUSEUM PASIFIKA
” Selected artworks of Asia Pacific “

Located in Nusa Dua Complex south of Bali, the 
Museum Pasifika built in 12,000 square meters land is 
articulated on 8 pavilions and 11 rooms of exhibition 
halls. Featuring 600 artworks of 200 artist from 25 
country who lived and inspired by Asia Pacific .

Museum Pasifika holds an impressive collection of 
historical and masterpiece paintings , sculpture from all 
over Asia Pacific . A cultural center with an educational 
and social role , an International standard tourist 
attraction in south Bali .
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BEAUTY
IN

D I V E R S I T Y
Indeed ,Indonesian itself is a country of many thousand islands with cultural diversity of kaleidoscopic 

proportions. We cherish and celebrate the multitude of dimensions in our culture, and we support the motion 
that art know either boundaries nor frontiers.

Museum Pasifika will promise to be an enjoyable journey for visitors interested to see how different art from 
many different countries capture the excitement of time and space, and depict the mystery of life 

Donald Friend – Forest 
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Inspired by Indonesian 
Heritage

From Miguel Covarrubias  Mexican artist of  famous book ”Island of 
Bali “ 1939 and mural of “Pageant of the Pacific’s” , Ceiling painting 

of Pan Seken (1900-1980) in the Kamasan , Italian artist Romualdo
Locatelli (1905-1943) with his exceptional Balinese Legong dancer, 
Rudolf Bonnet (1895-1978) , Willem Hofker (1901-1981) , Malvina 

Hoffman , sculptor and student of Auguste Rodin (1887- 1966) 
Sculpture of Javanesse dancer, Le Mayeur (1880 -1958) legendary 

German painter Walter Spies (1878-1957) 

Miguel Covarrubias – Rice Granary -1935
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The Journey to Asia

From Swiss great artist Theo Meier (1908 – 1982) tropical Wanderings 
( Tahiti – Bali – Thailand ) , influence of l’Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 

Hanoi from as early as 1934 , Evariste Jonchere & Le Pho represented  
Laos , sculpture in stone from the former Kingdom of Champa from 

the ninth and tenth centuries . Adrien Marie  (1898-1991) portraits of 
Geisha , Rolland Strasser (1874-1953) and Willem Dooijewaard

(1892-1980) who travelled Asia together

Adrien Marie- A Moment Beauty of Geisha -1873
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The Savage of The Pacific

In 1891, Paul Gauguin (1848-1903) left France for Tahiti, seeking in the 
South Seas a society that was simpler and more elemental than that of 

his homeland. In Tahiti, he created paintings that express a highly 
personal mythology. He considered this work—created in 1897, at a 

time of great personal crisis—to be his masterpiece and the summation 
of his ideas . There is also lithography by Henri Matisse (1869-1954)

Along with Picasso, Matisse helped to define and influence radical 
contemporary art in the 20th century. More contemporary are the two 

lifelongfriends and partners, Nicolai Michoutouchkine
(1923) and Aloi Pilioko (1935) ,who just celebrated sixty years of 

creativity in the Pacific's with an exhibition at the Tjibou art center of 
Noumera in New Caledonia 

“Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We Going?” 
-Paul Gauguin-

Paul Gauguin Hina Te Fatou- 1893
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About 
Sculpture
& Textile

Certain sculpture are covered with colored pigment .Each of them represent a particular rank for 
which the recipient had to pay the community a certain number of pigs that had been killed 
ritually .
Textile in Museum Pasifika shares this view seen on the walls of the museum’s public space, 
not only seeks to honor this great art form and the master weavers and dyers who conceived and 
wove them but museum also hope to expand this tribute in a more expansive exhibition and 
catalog .
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E d u c a t i o n a l 
program

Art gives us an experience like nothing else can, a chance to connect, understand, and explore perceptions, 

feelings, and innovative thoughts. Our Museums provide a space for reflection, experimentation, inspiration, 

creativity, enjoyment and allow for authentic learning experiences and play. Bringing children to the museum 

reveals children and adults as being equally active in learning, putting them on equal standing as they create a 

shared understanding. It’s a democratic process.

School Visit
We invites schools and early 
learning centers to participate 
in visits designed to introduce 
young children to the museum 

experience

Art Studio
We prepare the object for the

student to experience their
imagination into work of arts

Video 
Screening

Learn more about selected 
artists and artworks that 

students may encounter on 
their tour.
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Art Class
From Our Local Artist

Come meet us in our wonderful art studio in the heart of Nusa Dua . The perfect way to spend your 
afternoon in the eternal city. All these class will allow you to unleash your creativity while having 

your holiday in Bali. We would provide everything you need to complete your masterpiece and 
more. No experience needed. We have painting class , gamelan traditional music class , Balinese 

dance class , Batik class , Wood carving class and Yoga class .Don’t forget to book one day in 
advance .

Painting class Traditional gamelan class
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“Creativity 
takes courage”
Henri Matisse.

Do activities you're passionate about -
which make your heart and soul feel perky -
including things like yoga , music , painting, 
writing, batik , dancing , being in nature, 
being around art, or reading inspiring books.
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International
Event 
Venue
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Museum Pasifika offers a world of 
possibilities to host magnificent events in 
Bali. With spacious art indoor and unique 
outdoor event venues, allow our service-

oriented team to assist you with 
conceptualising and actualising your vision 

of hosting an unforgettable event with 
cultural touch . 

Located on a International conference area in 12,000 square meter land  Museum Pasifika invites guests to experience refined 
luxury with bespoke service and unrivalled event in Bali

While we are very honored to host important event and visitors , we would like to emphasis that we only make our museum 
available for an event ,to allow the guest to discover our collection and cultural heritage display in the premises ,and not the

other ways around .
We can certainly cooperate with third parties to include culinary specialties in the menus that will be serve on the premises , 

but do not allow third parties to operate in our premises for understandable safety , security , and insurance requirements 
reasons.
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PREMIER ART 
ROOM

DUTCH BALLROOM

Premier Art Room is the perfect venue for 
seminar or meetings , whether it is private 
or corporate functions. Perfectly located at 
the second floor with expansive view of 
the Indonesian Premier Art offers a 
privacy as well as intimate ambience and 
bespoke services.
Complimentary Wi-Fi
Private venue
Total size of the venue – 14m x 7m
Dimension of venue – 98m2
Ceiling height – 2.20m
Maximum capacity:
Round/Long Table: 34 seats
Cocktail: 45 standing

Located directly at the Dutch artist exhibition 
artworks with an expansive view of the Art 
from early 19 centuries the Dutch Ballroom 
is a perfect and stunning venue for a dinner, 
whether it’s a wedding or a corporate 
function, accommodating up to 100 guests. 
Compliment your event with jazz and chill 
lounge music entertainment up to 10.00pm.
Complimentary Wi-Fi
Stunning venue for private dinners and 
events
Total size: - 11m x 24m 
Dimension of venue – 264m2
Maximum capacity:
Cocktail: 150 standing
Banquet: 100 seats

In the most natural of settings within the 
Museum tropical gardens and surrounded by 
our expansive Artworks collection , Kobot
Garden Venue is a meticulously hand-
carved timber pavilion which emanates an 
authentic Balinese ambience. Perfect for 
lunches and dinners, this unique venue can 
seat up to 300 guests. Complimentary Wi-Fi
Set in a lush tropical park and Balinese 
decorations .A unique venue for private 
dinners and events
Total size: 34 m x 21 m 
Dimension of venue 714m2
Maximum capacity:
Cocktail: 400 standing
Banquet: 300 seats

KOBOT GARDEN VENUE
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President of Mexico
During his Official Visit to 

Bali, President Enrique Pena 
Nieto Inaugurated de Miguel 

Covarrubias and Bali 
Exhibition in the Pasifika 

Museum. The exhibition is 
part of the celebration of 60 

years of diplomatic links 
between the to countries.

President of Indonesia
Susilo Bambang 

Yudhoyono
President SBY and Mrs. Ani 

review the exhibition of 
ASEAN Art Exhibition For 
Asean Fair 2011 at Museum 

Pasifika.

UNESCO
Irina Bukova General Director
of UNESCO visiting Museum 
Pasifika and many more of our

VIP guest

Vice Pesident of India
Shri M. Hamid Ansari, Vice 
President of India and Smt. 
Salma Ansari visiting the 
Museum Pasifika, in Bali, 

Indonesia on November 03, 
2015
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University
We believe in young

generation to make a better
world

Event
We have as well organized 

prestigious events for most of 
the large summits of the last 

ten years 
( UNCCC , APEC , ABAC-

CEO, CONFERENCES 
, ASEAN SUMMIT 

, WORLD AND BALI 
CULTURAL FORUMS)

Student
Our main focus is to give
education to our children . 
Teaching this to children is 
very important because it 

helps them to grow up and to 
function in a culture which has 
not one clear identity ready for 

them

Conservator
We make annual seminar 

about conservation & 
restoration prefentive together
with 45 other museum in Bali  

Exhibition
One of our Art & Politics 

Exhibition: The Bung Karno -
Le Mayeur Encounters is one 

effort to summarize the 
proximity between Sukarno 
and Le Mayeur which also 
aims to commemorate the 

work of the painter

Drawing
competition

What is more fun than
winning the drawing

competition and have the
chance to be featured in our

museum wall ?

Local
From local for local . Our 

museum is not only for tourist
but also a place to share
experience with the local

community

Tourist
More international tourists are 
visiting our museums  by than 
ever before. In fact we’ve seen 

a 26% increase in overseas 
visits in the past three years
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Museum Infograph
What we have been doing in 11 years

As a non profit organization we 

expect to get cooperation from 

government , media , and 

private company to help us 

raise the awarness of cultural 

attraction in Bali from 

5.784.321 total tourist visiting 

Bali 

We had participate on 12 art 

book and distributed  to all 

over the world . We launched 

our newest Pasifika book in 

KBRI Paris on November 2017

We donate $ 50,760,000 on the 

exhibit artwork , restoration 

and saving them from 

extinction 

We gave free education to 

30.000 children in Bali and 

remind them how important to 

save our cultural heritage

12

50.760.000

30.000

5.784.321
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Our Vision & Mission

To Contribute As An International Tourist Attraction
We hope to create an international art center that put Bali and Indonesia on the
map 

To Create An Educational Tools
Children is our future . Giving them tools to
learn about their environment and the world
beyond their island

To Save our Cultural Heritage
With proper care and restoration we can save
our cultural heritage from extinction

To Inspire Next Generation
We hope to inspire as many people to create
Tri Hita Karana Culture causes of well-
being" or "three reasons for prosperity
( Palemahan , Pawongan , Parahyangan )

Rudolf Bonnet –Mebanten (offering) 1975
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Process
The museum has become a vital strategic space for negotiating ownership of and access to knowledges 

produced in local settings. Museum as Process presents community-engaged "culture work" of a group of 
scholars whose collaborative projects consider the social spaces between the museum and community and 

offer new ways of addressing the challenges of bridging the local and the global.
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Opportunity
A set of circumstances that makes it possible to do something together

Regular Tour
Join with us for regular tour

and get special price

Educational Program
Not only for a local student , 
we support international
student with same special
price

Lunch or Tea Time ?
Fancy lunch or high tea with

small or big group with
selected choice of cakes

Art Class
Don’t missed out the chance
of learning Indonesian culture
with our favorite art class
teacher

Commercial Shooting
Either for wedding photoshoot
or casual we provide you the
best view of international art

Media Exposure
We are very open for mutual
benefit media exposure , don’t
be shy to say hello !

Venue Gala
Suitable for all categories with
maximum capacity of 400-500 

guest

Collaboration
Together become stronger , 
collaboration for temporary

exhibition
Theo Meier –Bali Angels - 1953
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“Museums hold the cultural 
wealth of the nation in trust for 
all generations and by its 
function and unique position, 
have become the cultural 
conscience of the nations.”
Emmanuel N. Arinze, President of the Commonwealth Museum
Association

Theo Meier – Ganesha 1932
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Business Partner
it’s about creating the tools so people take action

1 2 3 4

Contacts us :
(0361) 774935

Email : 
education@museum-

pasifika.com
Whatsapp :

Dani 
(+62895394568071)

Education

Contact us : 
(0361)774935

Email : 
marketing@museum-

pasifika.com
Whatsapp :

Laksmi
(+6287862760663)

Opportunity Booking & 
Reservation

Partnership

Contact us : 
(0361)774935

Email : info@museum-
pasifika.com
Whatsapp :

Ayu
(+6285334789833)

Contact us : 
(0361)774935

Email : 
info@museum-

pasifika.com
Whatsapp :

Laksmi
(+6287862760663)
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Bali Map
To know where exactly our Museum 

Nusa Dua is located 40 km south of Denpasar the 
provincial capital of Bali. Access is easy from the Kuta
area (20-30 minutes) and Jimbaran  (15 minutes) on the 

main southern route called Jalan Bypass Ngurah Rai, 
which becomes Jalan Bypass Nusa Dua as it approaches 

the enclave.
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You Can Reach Us

Facebook : museum PASIFIKA instagram : @museumpasifika Tripadvisor : Museum Pasifika

Museum Pasifika the first of its kind in this
part of the world to present artist from the
Pacifics area to South East Asia with Bali as 
the meeting point of those two world

ADDRESS : Complex Bali 
Tourism Development 
Corporation (BTDC) Area 
Block P, Kuta Selatan, 
Benoa, Kuta Sel., Kabupaten
Badung, Bali 80361

Phone & Fax
Phone : (0361)774935
Email : info@museum-
pasifika.com
Web : www.museum-
pasifika.com
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